Showcasing Our New Technologies

- **Plickers**, An easy audience response system requiring no student devices. Enter your questions online and then use the camera in your mobile devices to scan the provided handheld printed QR codes that your students are holding up to receive real-time assessment data.
- **Zoom**, An intuitive videoconferencing app making it easy to communicate, give presentations and screenshare with multiple sites. No app registration required.
- **Top new features in Nexus**, The new theme is based on Bootstrap 4, a modern, fully responsive framework to ensure all Nexus users enjoy a good viewing experience no matter what type of computing device they’re using, whether on a desktop computer or a mobile device!
- **Pathbrite**, The easiest way for people to showcase their abilities and achievements via beautiful and compelling Portfolios.

Presenters:
- Ginny Solomon
- Jermaine Wells
- Kevin Barhydt
- Kesheng Yu

This lunchtime event is designed to provide time for an informal gathering and conversation amongst all faculty members. Faculty are encouraged to use this time to introduce yourself to our *newest* faculty members or anyone else you have not yet had the opportunity to meet.

Schaffer Learning Lab 232

**Friday, November 3rd**

Common Lunch Food provided

**Small Moments. Big Ideas. Making Connections**